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Book one in debut fantasy series offers escape and adventure  

in an Elven world replete with magic, intrigue, and peril  

  
Rogue’s Honor introduces Tellion Steele, bereft of family and forsaken by his true love, 

who finds himself deceiving both friend and foe in the quest of a lifetime 

 

Aiden Sawyer has released his debut novel in the new Honor Bound fantasy series. In so doing, he 

offers fans of the genre escape to a world in which adventure and glory beckon those brave enough to 

take up the call. 

 

In Rogue’s Honor, readers meet Tellion Steele, a peasant Elf who falls passionately in love with 

Lynless Allystriel, the Elven princess of Celestar. His youthful impetuousness aside, Tellion is 

anything but a typical Elf. The trace of human blood flowing through his veins hints at the wildness 

that surges within. His unruly behavior and early physical maturity make him a natural leader among 

his peers, but his rashness one day exposes him to a terrifying demon and a secret silver pendant. As 

events unfold that Tellion could not have foreseen, he eventually finds himself banished from his 

homeland by the Elven aristocracy. 

 

Bereft of family and forsaken by Lynless, Tellion does what he must to survive: he embraces the 

sword and makes his way as a thief and a mercenary. But when the world is seized by the 

machinations of conspiracy and war and Tellion learns of a plot to assassinate the princess, he 

reluctantly returns to the land of his exile to protect her from the forces that threaten her.  

 

Full of mistrust and even hatred for the Elf who betrayed her so long ago, Lynless refuses Tellion’s 

aid. At that, Tellion finds himself embarking on a dangerous mission to liberate the woman he still 

loves. Resolved to face any peril and deceive anyone, friend or foe, in order to liberate his unwilling 

princess, Tellion finds himself walking the fine line between honor and treachery. 

 

Sawyer comments, “This story was born in my adolescent years as a means of escape from reality. At 

some point, my collection of fragmented stories with common characters came together. Rogue’s 

Honor is the result.”  

 

The adventures of Tellion Steele continue in Honor’s Toll, Book Two of the Honor Bound series. For 

more information, visit www.rogue-publications.com.  

#          #          # 

Author: Aiden Sawyer currently lives in the Pacific Northwest with his wife and son where he 

works in marketing for the world's premier sports and fitness brand. He was born and raised in the 

high desert region of Southern California. After a brief stint in the Navy, he returned to Southern 

California to attend CSU San Bernardino until transferring to the University of Miami in Coral 

Gables, FL, where he was a dual major in Communications (Film Production) and English (Creative 

Writing). After college, Aiden followed work to coastal New England, where the lion's share of 

Rogue's Honor was written, before again following work to the Pacific NW where he met his soul-

mate and promptly married her. 

 
 

“For a fantasy to be successful, two key elements must be perfected. An engaging 

and original lead character and a plot involving guests and unique supporting 

characters. Rogue’s Honor passes this test with flying colors!”  

 Rick Friedman, founder of The James Mason Community Book Club 
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